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CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD’S RESPONSE TO USESC’S 
MOTION TO STRIKE  

CUB’S ORAL ARGUMENT EXHIBITS  
 

NOW COMES the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), through its counsel, Julie L. Soderna, 

and hereby requests, pursuant to the Commission Rules of Practice (“Rules”), 83 Illinois 

Administrative Code Section 200.190, the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) deny 

the Motion to Strike and Bar Complainant’s Oral Argument Exhibits (“Motion”) of Illinois 

Energy Savings Corp. d/b/a U.S. Energy Savings Corp., now d/b/a Just Energy Corp., (referred 

to herein as “USESC” or the “Company”).  In support thereof, CUB states the following: 

 In its Motion, USESC challenges the relevance of three of the oral argument exhibits 

CUB notified the Commission it may use in oral argument this afternoon.  CUB is fully aware of 

Commission’s Notice regarding the issue to be addressed on oral argument and intends on using 

those exhibits, in addition to recitation of other record evidence, to support its requested 

remedies in this proceeding.   

As to USESC’s claims that one of CUB’s oral argument exhibit consists of evidence 

outside the record, USESC is unfortunately mistaken.  That data came from Consumer Groups 
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Exhibit 3.0, Ms. Barbara Alexander’s Surrebuttal Testimony at page 15, lines 294-299.  There, 

Ms. Alexander restates the Company’s own summaries of monthly "allegations" by category and 

by source of the complaint, which it provided in response to CUB data requests 8.11 and 8.20.  

This testimony was admitted into the record on October 15, 2009, and was unchallenged.  This is 

clearly record evidence, presented in a manner contemplated by Commission Rules (“Such 

materials or aids may not contain new calculations or quantitative analyses not presented in the 

record or briefs, unless they are based on underlying data contained in the record.”  83 Ill. 

Admin. Code Section 200.850).  CUB has provided a revised version of this exhibit, as 

Attachment A to this response, which contains the citation to the record referenced herein. 

 

CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, CUB respectfully requests that USESC’s Motion be denied in its entirety. 
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